Abstract-Output tracking of a mference signal (an absolutely continuous hounded function with essentially bounded derivative) is consided in a canted of a class of nonlinear systems dacribed by functional differential equations. The primary control objective is tracking with prescribed accuracy: given X > 0 (arbitrarily small), ensure that, for every admissible system and reference signal, the tracking error e is ultimately smaller than X (that is, Ile(t)ll < X for all t sufficiently large). The second objective is guaranteed transient performance: the evolution of the tracking error should be contained in a prescribed performance funnel F. Adopting the simple feedback control StNCtUre u(t) = -k(t)e(tj, it is shown that the above objectives can be achieved if the gain k(t) = tiF(t,e(t)) is generated by any continuous function 11.7 exhibiting hvo specific properties formulated in terms of the distance of e(t) to the funnel boundary.
I.' INTRODUCTION
In a precursor [l] ,to the present paper, a proportional output feedback controller has been introduced that guarantees prespecified tracking behaviour for a class of nonlinear systems described by functional differential equations of the form
Y(t) = f(dt), ( T Y ) ( t ) , u ( t ) ) , Y[-h,o] = Y o
where, loosely speaking, the parameter h 2 0 quantifies system "memory", p may be thought of as a (bounded) disturbance term, and T is a nonlinear causal operator, for details see Section 11. For the underlying system class and w = T y The goal is a control structure which, for every admissible system and reference signal, ensures that the graph of the tracking error e ( . ) is contained in the funnel 3. In [I] , this goal was achieved by the simple control structure u(t) = -k ( t ) e ( t ) with the gain generated by a feedback law of the form k ( t ) = K?(t, e ( t ) ) , where KF is il continuous function such that, loosely speaking, the reciprocal l / K F ( t , e ) provides a particular measure of distance of ( t , e) from the boundary of the funnel 3 (with the effect that, if the error approaches the boundary, then the gain increases which, in conjunction with a high-gain property of the underlying system class, precludes contact with the boundary).
t H F(t)). t = O
Pig. 2. P c r f o m c e funnel F.
In [I] ; the choice of feasible gains includes the scaled (scale factor l/p) vertical distance to the funnel where 'p t W1,oo and its reciprocal l/p(t) specifies the radius of the hall F ( t ) (3 = graph(F)), see Figure 2 .
The purpose of the present paper, vis ir vis its precursor [I] , is to extend the class of admissible gain functions KF by determining structural assumptions on the gain function, which allow for great flexibility in the choice of measure of the distance to the funnel boundary (flexibility which, for example, permits the control to anticipate the future shape of the funnel and to adjust the current control gain accordingly), and which may he of relevance in certain applications. These general results encompass such examples as the unscaled vertical distance (see Figure 3 ) to the funnel, viz.
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0-7803-8633-7/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE (wherein a F ( t ) denotes the boundary of the set F ( t ) ) or gains K F based on the future distance (see Figure 4) to the funnel d, (t,e(t) ) := ;
Furthermore, we investigate gains based on a numerical future distance (a numerical approximation of the above future distance), and "direction-dependent" gains associated with non-axially-symmetric funnels. The control strategy investigated in [I] and the present paper, is essentially applicable to the same system class also studied for high-gain adaptive control. Roughly speaking, the system class encompasses relative degree one systems with "weakly stable" zero dynamics and known sign of the high-frequency gain. The main difference to adaptive control strategies (see [2] and the reference therein) is that in the present paper we (i) obey prespecified transient behaviour, (ii) the gain t H k ( t ) is not a monotonically non-decreasing function,, (iii) the gain is not tuned by a dynamical system (e.g. k = llellZ in the adaptive context) and hence may not even he called adaptive, and (iv) no hounds on the nonlinearities of the system need to be known.
[3] have introduced a controller which guarantees prespecified transient behaviour. However, their controller is adaptive with monotonically non-decreasing gain, invokes a piecewise constant switching strategy.
The proposed controller also tolerates output measuremenf disturbance n, provided that the disturbance belongs to the same function class as the reference signals. With reference to Figure 1 , the disturbed enor signal is then e = (y + n) ~ T = y -( r -n). Therefore, from a strictly analytical viewpoint, in the presence of output disturbances of class V(ll.m(Bto; a"'), the disturbance-free analysis is immediately applicable on replacing the reference signal r by the signal r -n. Even though the reference signal r and disturbance signal n are assumed to be of the same class, practically, these signals might he distinguished by their respective spectra ( n typically having "high-frequency" content). Moreover, from a practical viewpoint, one might reasonably expect that the disturbance n is "small". For example, if an upper bound E > 0 of the magnitude of the disturbance is known, viz. llnllm 5 E, and X > 0 is the prescribed measure of asymptotic tracking accuracy (for the disturbance free case), then the actual tracking accuracy achieved in the presence of disturbance is quantified by X = X + E . For simplicity of presentation, we consider only the disturbance-free case in the analysis.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section E, we make precise the underlying system class. The control problem is formulated in Section 111, wherein the class of reference signals and the performance funnel are described. Section IV elucidates the proposed output feedback control and, in the main result (Theorem I), establishes the requisite transient and asymptotic behaviour of the closed-loop system. Finally, in Section V, the flexibility in the choice of gain functions K F , alluded to above, is illustrated via diverse examples determined by a variety of measures of distance to the funnel boundary. Owing to page restrictions on this conference paper, all proofs are omitted.
We close the present section with some remarks on notation.
dist(x,A) := iIifaEa llx -all, the Euclidean distance of x E Rnfrom a non-empty set 
'SYSTEM CLASS C
Consider the class C of infinite-dimensional, nonlinear,
given by a controlled nonlinear functional differential equation of the form
Y(t) = f ( p ( t ) , ( T y ) ( t ) , v ( t ) ) , Y(-h,01 = y o (2)
with h 2 0, yo E C([-h,O];R"), and satisfying the following properties for some P, Q E N: 
Property (iv)(a) is a crucial "hounded-input, boundedoutput" assumption on the operator T.
Property (iv)(b) is an assumption of causality; and Property 4c is a technical assumption on T of a "locally Lipschitz" nature.
Numerous examples can he found in [I] , [4] and, f w thermore, diverse phenomena are incorporated within the class including, for example, diffusion processes, delays (both point and distributed) and hysteretic effects. 'The prototypical example is the class of finite-dimensional, linear, minimum-phase systems of relative degree one described
with real matrices of conforming formats, and (CB)T + C B > 0, o(A4) c C-. We may rewrite the above system in terms of (2) by
PROBLEM POKMULATION
A. The perfonnance funnel
Let @ denote the class of functions 'p E W',m(Rto; R) which are positive-valued on (0, w) and hounded away from zero "at infinity", i.e., p(s) > 0Vs > 0 liininf.,,p(s) E (Olw).
E W',m(Bto;R)
With p E 0. we associate a set-valued map (defined an R 20)
the graph of which we refer to as the performance funnel
F : = g r a p h ( F ) : = { ( t , e ) E R > o x R A ' 1 e E F ( t ) }
Observe that (i) 'p(0) = 0 is permissible, in which case, F ( 0 ) = RA', and (ii) for every 'p E and 7 > 0, there exists p > 0 such that p ( t ) 2 p for all t 2 T , and so F ( t ) c Bl,,,(0) for all t 2 T .
As a concrete example, for X > 0, i > 0 and E E (0, l),
the choice (~z ) ( s ) = (~< ) ( s ) for a.a. s E [~, t ] ]
; Given 'p t @ and its associated performance funnel F ,
The function p in (2) may be thought of as a (hounded) disturbance term, the non-negative constant h quantifies the "memory" of the system. Property (iii) generalizes the positive "high-frequency gain" concept in linear systems and, in particular, that (2) has strict relative degree one.
the control objective is a single feedback strategy ensuring that, for each reference signal r E W',m and every system of class C, the tracking error e = y -r has graph in F (equivalently: e ( t ) E F ( t ) for all t 2 01, and all variables are bounded.
Iv. OUTPUT FEEDBACK CONTKOL
Let p E determine a performance funnel F and let r E I.V',m(R>o;RA'). We seek to achieve the above control objective via the simple proportional time-varying output error feedback
where e ( t ) = y(t) -r ( t ) , whilst ensuring boundedness of the gain k . 
PmpertyA: V K > O 3~> 0 V ( t , e ) t + :
[dist(e,aF(t)) 2 E A t 2 6=i KF(t,e) 5 IC].
The essence of these propenies is as follows. Property A ensures that, in (3), if the tracking error e(t) is close to the funnel boundary, then the associated gain value k ( t ) is large. Property B, loosely speaking, obviates the need for large gain values away from the funnel boundary.
B. The nuin result
Theorem I :
with associated map F and performance funnel 3 = graph(F).
Let KF : F i R2, be continuous with Propelties A and B.
For any reference signal r E W1~m(Rto;RA') and initial data yo E C([-/t,O];R"') such that y"(0) -r ( 0 ) E F(O), there exists a solution of the closed-loop initial-value problem (2). (3). that is,
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Every solution can be extended to a maximal extension y : [-h,w) i Rn and every maximal solution has the following properties (i) w = 00,
v. GAIN FUNCTIONS
In this section we describe various choices of continuous gain function A'F, with the requisite Properties A and B, which are feasible for the feedback (3).
A. Scaled vertical disrance
Here, we base the gain function on measurements of the distance of the instantaneous error e ( / ) from the boundary of the set F(t): this approach uses only funnel information at current time t and, in panicular, does not anticipate the future shape of the funnel boundary.
With reference to Figure 3 , for ( / , e ) E 3, we refer to the distance dist(e,aF(t)) = l/'p(t)-/lell (with the convention that dist(e,aF[O)) = w if 'p(0) = 0) as the vertical distance from ( / , e ) to the funnel boundary: in incorporating this distance in the design of gain functions KF. we allow for scaling by a suitable function + and refer to the quantity
Proposition 2: 
C. A numerical fiture distance
The following distance is less sensitive to the change of the funnel boundary but easier to calculate. Choose, for N E W, the partition We have studied an output feedback law u(t) = -k(t)e(t) which ensues tracking with prespecified accuracy and, more importantly, guarantees transient behaviour of the evolution of the tracking error within a prescribed performance funnel. The feedback law is simple in its design: the gain k(t) = ICp(t,e(t)) depends on time O = h o < hl < ... < h N < 1 .
Let p E a such that ~( 0 ) > 0, and let 3 be the associated and e(t) where, loosely 'peaking, the l / K F ( t , e ) provides a particular measure of the distance of it. e ) from the boundary of the funnel F. The effect is performance funnel. Define for all ( t , e ) t 3 dit. e ) := distie. d F i t ) ) < CO tha;, 'if the error approaches the boundary, then the cain .. The numerical future distance calculates, at any time t, the distance to the funnel boundary at finitely many future points t+h;d(t,e). Since dist((t, iieli), (t+b, l/p(t+6)) 2 6 for all b > 0, it is not necessary to look further into the future than the value of the actual "vertical" distance dist(e,aF(t)) = d(t,e). Note that, since ho = 0, the inequality dnf (t, e ) 5 dist((t, kl), ( t + hod(t,e) , 1/p(t + W ( t , e ) ) )
=dist(e,dF(t)) V(t,e) E + . .
The main result of the present note is a feedback law which allows for a great flexibility of the measures of the distance to the boundary of the funnel. This permits the control to anticipate the future shape of the funnel and to adjust the curcnt control gain accordingly.
